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A wildly inventive movie made of sound about a gay kid growing up in San Francisco in the 1950s and

early 60s. Winner of the Stonewall Society Literary Performer Award for 2002 and hailed by East Bay

Express as one of the ten best CDs of 2002. 13 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Audiobook, SPOKEN

WORD: With Music Details: It's all about Marilyn, muscle mags, movie musicals, and me! It's a funky

tsunami of words and sounds coming at you at breathless breakneck speed. It's a rampageous verbal riot

of street level history careening and crashing through a half century of social change, self discovery and

fashion blunders. It's a racy resume of a randy kid (Echo Magazine calls him "a gay Holden Caulfield")

coming of age in San Francisco before the Love That Dare Not Speak Its Name had found a voice. It's

queer! It's here! It's SEX AND MAYHEM PART ONE and you'd better tuck the little tykes into bed before

popping this puppy into the CD player,'cause its bark is as fun as its bite. ALL HOMOPHOBES, FAG

BASHING CLOSET CASES AND FOCUS ON THE FAMILY LUNATICS ARE HEREBY WARNED!

Everybody else is welcome to check out the sound files suitable for a general audience. The

unexpurgated hour long version shipped to you in a plain brown wrapper is rated R for Raunchy and

Really funny. It's Part One, and by the end of the hour you'll be dying to know what happens next, which

you CAN find out by ordering Part Two, which is now available. Just click the link to your left. Then stay

tuned for the rest of the series, coming to you right here every six months (or thereabouts) until the whole

tawdry tale is told. Guaranteed to make you giggle, gasp, and even blubber a bit. It's SEX AND MAYHEM

PART ONE For a good time order one today!
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